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TEXTURES COLLECTION

NEW
RANGE

Quo Vadis has created a range of more sustainable products, combining a hard paper cover
with a fully recycled inside book. Choose the right planner for you from our stimulating
selection of jewel-toned covers.

Almond green

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Non removable
cover

Recycled paper

6 languages

PRODUCT
• Hardbound cover with round corners.
• Raw paper cover material.
• Black stamping on the cover
• Planner 100% recycled Blue Angelcertified paper, 90 g/m²

PRODUCTS

Brown

Navy blue

Pine green

Navy blue
Plum

Navy blue

Brown

Plum

Pine green
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NEW
RANGE

Our PURE planner covers are biodegradable as they are made from natural recycled
paper fibers, for greener consumption habits . Choose the cover you want, to plant or to
compost!

Almond green

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Recycled paper

Removable
cover
6 languages

PRODUCTS
Pure Cereals

PRODUCT
Leaves (paper made from natural fibers and flower seeds) :
• Removable paper cover, made from natural fibres and flower
seeds that can be planted at any time of year
• Printed refill for use with a removable cover to keep your planner
in perfect condition.
• The planner's refill consists of 100% recycled, Blue Angel-certified
paper.
Cereals (Papier made from cereals: malt, wheat & barley) :
• Biodegradable and removable paper cover
• Printed refill for use with a removable cover to keep your planner
in perfect condition.
• The planner's refill consists of 100% recycled, Blue Angel-certified
paper.

Pure Leaves
A any time of the year, you
can decide to plant or
compost your cover: you
will keep a fancy diary with
the printed refill.
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NEW
RANGE

The Equology by Quo Vadis® range of planners is sought after for its vibrant, glowing
colours, but you will also love its style and recycled paper design. This timeless model’s
grained cover is all dazzle and elegance.

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Recycled paper

Removable
cover

6 languages

PRODUCT
• Removable cover.
• Phthalate-free cover.
• Refill in 100% recycled, Blue Angelcertified paper.
• Removable address-book

PRODUCTS
Black

Red

Pink

Blue
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With its graphic lines and delicate colors, ou new range BILLY is a subtle reinterpretation of
the traditionnal leather-like planners.

Removable
cover

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

PRODUCT

6 languages

White paper

PRODUCTS
Almond green

Lavender blue

Blush

• Grained faux leather refillable
cover.
• Tone-on-tone saddle stitch.
• Contrasting printing on 1st and
4th cover.
• Gold or Silver foil embossing on
« Planner »

Black
NEW

8

Bright, contemporary colours to keep all Quo Vadis customers coming back for more.

Available in 12- and 13- and 16-month
versions depending on the reference

White paper

GB

PRODUCT

Removable
cover

6 languages or English version
depending on the reference

• Two-tone effect grained finish.
• Colourful topstitching.

PRODUCTS
Ebony
Black

Cherry Red

Navy

Bronze
NEW

Sage green
NEW

NEW

Raspberry
Stitching in colour

NEW

9
*Limited stock, please contact us.

Map out your next big adventure with Everest! A stylish, sportswear-inspired feel for lovers of
the great outdoors, the range features 16-month planning (September to December) meaning
you can keep on using your planner for longer.

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

Non-removable
cover
PRODUCT

White or ivory
paper depending on
the reference

6 languages

PRODUCTS
Denim blue

Iced blue

Bordeaux red
NEW

• Narrow-striped material
with grooved detailing.
• Contrasting elastic.
• Customised flyleaf.
• Gusseted pocket.

NEW

Flyleaf illustration
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A powerhouse of efficiency for over 20 years now, Impala is Quo Vadis' signature range. The
perfect choice for customers looking for a practical and understated planner thanks to its
leather-inspired texture and bold colours.

Available in 12- and 13-month
versions depending on the reference
White or ivory
paper depending on
the reference

GB

Removable cover

PRODUCT

• Storage flaps.
• Grained leather effect.

6 languages or
English version
depending on the reference

PRODUCTS
Available in white paper:
Black

Ocean blue

Available in ivory paper:
Coral orange

Black

Red

Prussian blue
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A monthly planner that can transform into a calendar, or the opposite : that’s up to
you! You can carry it everywhere or put it your desk, as you wish.

12 months
Jan.>Dec.

Spiral bound cover

Recycled paper

6 languages

PRODUCT

• Double use: can be laid flat or
hold as an easel.
• Waterproof, tearproof and
transparent cover for yearround durability.

PRODUCTS
Pink

Grey

Monthly planner with
dotted note pages.
To use flat laid as a planner,
or to put up as a calendar
on your desk.
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An ultra-soft rubber-feel collection of diaries and notebooks, with a discreet marking. The
tendency accessory for a peaceful year.

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

Non removable cover

White paper

6 languages

PRODUCT

• Hardbound cover, round
corners with tone-on-tone
elastic.
• Soft-touch paper material.
• Stamping with minimalist
design.

PRODUCTS
Blue

Pink

Green

Vanilla

Coffee

NEW
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A refined new range with a grain texture inspired by the luxury leather sector and timeless
colours.

Available in
13-month version

Removable cover

Ivory paper

6 languages

PRODUCT

• Removable cover.
• Storage flaps.
• Grain texture.
• Removable
address book.

PRODUCTS
Black

Red

Hazelnut
NEW
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Timeless, our SILK planners wear a delicate embossing on a very soft cover.

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Non removable cover

Ivory paper

6 languages

PRODUCT

• Hardbound cover with round
corners.
• Material with velvety feel.
• Elastic closure
• Bookmark ribbon.
• Gusseted pocket.

PRODUCTS
Black

Navy

Burgundy red

Lilac
NEW

Grey
NEW
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Embodying the range's leather goods feel complete with light-reflecting finish.

Available in 12- and
13-month versions
depending on the
reference

Removable cover

PRODUCT

6 languages
version

Ivory paper

• Removable cover.
• Storage flaps.
• Light-reflecting leather.
• For mini formats:
mechanical pencil and
pen holder.
• Removable address book,
depending on the chosen
design.

PRODUCTS
Black

Steel blue

Red
NEW

Pink

Powder beige
NEW
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The perfect diary for planning out all the different areas of your life.

Black

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Removable cover

White paper

6 languages

PRODUCT

• Storage flaps.
• Grained calfskin aspect.
• Tone-on-tone saddle stitching.
• Elasticated fastening.
• Notes pages you can move
around.
• Spiral-bound.
• Removable double-entry
address book.

PRODUCTS
Black

Shimmery
copper

Shimmery
blue

Cherry red

Purple

Shimmery
pink

White
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DAYDREAM COLLECTION

From Paris to Montreal via Barcelona and Amsterdam, Dr Paper invites us along
for the ride as he makes his way through all his favourite cities. Each design is an illustration of
his own vision of each city, the places that have captured his imagination
and his favourite spots: your very own personal travel guide.

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

Non-removable
cover
PRODUCT

White paper

6 languages

• Cardboard cover with soft
touch varnish.
• Closes with stylish
elasticated fastening.

PRODUCTS
Plan note
15x21
Beach

Party

Notebook 21 Ruled
15x21
City

Travel notebook
15x21
Party

19

Lush vegetation is everywhere! Foliage,
birds and jungle animals show up in our
daily life.

STATIONERY
16 months
Sept. > Dec.

White paper

Exotic / Wild

Mini folder (display of 25)

Poetic*

Removable and
non-removable
cover

6 languages

Spirit / Flower

PRODUCT

• Blue leaves planners:
Holographic printed removable
cover.
• Poetic planners : nonremovable cover with soft touch
varnish and round corners cut on
the edges

Notebook 21 ruled, 192 pages - Flower
15x21
2371189Q

Desk pad 55 leaves – Exotic / Flower
25x43
245041Q pack of 10

Leaves*

LEATHER GOODS
Mini pencil case – Flower / Spirit
19x4,7x4,7 cm
2411092Q – Pack of 8

Printing on transparent PVC

Printed velvet

20
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CONCEPT COLLECTION

NEW
RANGE

The last-born product of the Life Journal range is available on a supple version for a practical flat
opening. 4 trendy colors and 120 numbered pages to create, write, dream… and so more!

LIFE JOURNAL Dots - KRAFT EDITION - Notebook 21 dots
15x21 cm, per unit

PRODUCT

• 224 numbered pages.
• Stylish elasticated fastening.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• 90 g Kraft paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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The last-born product of the Life Journal range is available on a supple version for a practical flat
opening. 4 trendy colors and 120 numbered pages to create, write, dream… and so more!

LIFE JOURNAL Slim Dots - Notebook 21 dots
15x21 cm, per unit

Black

Electric blue

Lime green

Brick red*
PRODUCT

• 120 numbered pages.
• Stylish elasticated fastening.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• Clairefontaine 90 g paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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*Limited stock, please contact us.

LIFE JOURNAL Dots - Notebook 21 dots
15x21 cm, per unit
Perfect for people who want to custom-design their very own planner.

Water green
237984Q

Blue-grey
237982Q

Yellow
2371185Q

NEW

Plum
237983Q

PRODUCT

Pink
237985Q

Coral red*
2371105Q

Ocean blue
2371148Q

• 224 numbered pages.
• Stylish elasticated fastening.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• Clairefontaine 90 g paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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*Limited stock, please contact us.

Explore or re-explore the collection of LIFE JOURNAL notebooks, planners and diaries from Quo
Vadis: introducing a colourful, useful and 100% customisable range inspired by the Bullet
Journal® concept! The LIFE JOURNAL range has been designed with all preferences in mind, and
is available in different versions, whether you're creative, super busy or a stickler for dates!

LIFE JOURNAL Dots BLACK EDITION – Notebook 21, dots, black
15x21 cm, per unit
Discover the Quo Vadis’ innovation : a notebook inspired by the Bullet Journal® concept on black paper!
Black Edition
2371108Q

PRODUCT

• 224 numbered pages with white dots.
• Black and gold stylish elasticated fastening.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• Metallic detailing on the front and back covers.
• 90g black recycled paper.
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LIFE JOURNAL Infinite - Notebook / perpetual diary
15x21 cm, per unit
Discover our free-form planner designed to let you start your year whenever you like. To make using our planner
as quick and easy as possible, we've designed template pages for you to fill in every step of the way (monthly or
weekly planning, etc.).

Powder pink
2371064Q

PRODUCT

Pastel violet
2371065Q

Taupe
2371109Q

• 213 numbered pages.
• 5 index pages.
• 1 annual calendar.
• 12 monthly grids.
• 60 weekly grids.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• Clairefontaine 90 g paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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This perpetual planner enables you to record your memories, appointments, meetings,
travels… of 3 years of your life.

LIFE JOURNAL – 3 YEARS – NOTEBOOK / PERPETUAL PLANNER
15x21 cm, per unit
Terracotta
2371115Q

PRODUCT

• 224 numbered pages.
• Stylish elasticated fastening.
• Bookmark.
• Storage pouch.
• Clairefontaine 90 g paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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The Quo Vadis OPTIMUM perpetual planner designed to help you achieve all your personal and
professional goals.

OPTIMUM – Project Journal
15x21 cm, per unit
This Project Journal is packed full of exercises, review features and undated grids to help you get some
perspective on your progress to date and outline projects to come. No more procrastination excuses!
Blue
2371094Q

PRODUCT

Black
2371093Q

Pink
2371095Q

• Undated yearly, monthly and weekly grids.
• Past/ Present/ Future reviews.
• Project planning and tracking.
• Trackers, reports and reviews.
• Bookmark and storage pouch.
• Clairefontaine 90g paper.
• Thick, opaque and acid-free paper.
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PLANNER GRIDS AND FORMATS

CONCEPT PLANNERS
OPTIMUM PROJECT JOURNAL
15x21 cm

GB

White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

12 months
Perpetual

English version

PRODUCT

• Undated yearly, monthly and
weekly grids.
• Past/ Present/ Future reviews.
• Project planning and tracking.
• Trackers, reports and reviews.

LIFE JOURNAL 21 DOTS – 224 PAGES
LIFE JOURNAL 21 SLIM DOTS – 128 PAGES
15x21 cm

F
GB

White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Dots

2 languages
PRODUCT

• 215 (original version) or 120 (SLIM
version) numbered pages with dots
• Index.
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LIFE JOURNAL 21 DOTS – 224 PAGES
15x21 cm

F
GB

Kraft
paper

Fully stitched
binding

Brown
printing

Dots

NEW

2 languages

PRODUCT

• 215 numbered pages with dots.
• Index.

LIFE JOURNAL Dots BLACK EDITION – 224 PAGES
15x21 cm

F
GB

PRODUCT

Black
recycled
paper

Fully stitched
binding

White
printing

Dots

2 languages

• Black pages, recycled paper.
• 215 numbered pages with dots printed in white.
• Index.
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LIFE JOURNAL INFINITE – 224 PAGES
15x21 cm

GB

White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

12 months
Perpetual

English version

PRODUCT

• 1-year-perpetual-planner inspired by the Bullet
Journal® concept 1 annual calendar.
• 12 monthly grids.
• 60 weekly grids.
• Index

LIFE JOURNAL – 3 Years
15x21 cm

F
GB

White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

2 languages

PRODUCT

• 3-year-perpetual-planner.
• Objectives and projects.
• 1 day per page divided in 3 parts.
• Results.
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« PLAN YOUR LIFE » PLANNERS
16-month planners with a refined style! Daily, weekly or monthly : everyone will
find the accurate planner corresponding with his own time management!
16 months
Sept. > Dec.

White
paper

6 languages

1 colour
print

4 different layouts, in which you will find these elements:
« Grey » zone for writing your
priorities or memos
Tracking of the pending
month

Monthly tabs for browsing your
planner easily

Space for notes

Free space without hours for
your appointments

Shared pages:
• Timetable (Monday-Sunday)
• Anno-planning 16 months
• Anno-planning 16 months N+1
• List of birthdays
• Wishlist
• Holiday budget
• World time zones
• Contact details
33

PLAN NOTE (ex Note 21)
15x21 cm
Fully stitched
binding

2-in-1 planner : 1 weekly page /
1 note page
208 pages

PLAN DAY
16x16 cm
Fully stitched
binding
1 day per page
(except Week-ends)
448 pages

PLAN WEEK
16x24 cm
Fully stitched
binding

1 week on 2 pages

208 pages

PLAN MONTH
8,8x17 cm
Fully stitched
binding
1 month on 2 pages
(horizontal); 40 note
pages (dots/ruled)
96 pages
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16-MONTH PLANNERS
PRESIDENT SD / PLANNING 21 SD / BUSINESS SD
21x27 cm / 15x21 cm / 10x15 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

6 languages

PLANNING SD
18x24 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

Removable
address book

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

Coloured maps

6 languages

HORIZONTAL 24 SD / HORIZONTAL 15 SD
16x24 cm / 10x15 cm
Ivory
paper

16 months
Sept. > Dec.

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

Fully
stitched
binding

6 languages
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RECYCLED-PAPER PLANNERS
PRESIDENT R / MINISTER R / EXECUTIVE R / BUSINESS R
21x27 cm / 16x24 cm / 16x16 cm / 10x15 cm

Recycled
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured
maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages

NEW

6 languages

Free organization
of Sundays,
without hours

Free zone for notes
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SPECIAL WEEKLY PLANNERS
TIME & LIFE® LARGE / MEDIUM / POCKET
21x27 cm / 16x16 cm / 10x15 cm

White
paper

Coloured maps

4 colour
print

Removable
address book

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

32 removable
notes pages

Spiral-bound

Folding
« Ano-Planing® »

6 languages
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OFFICE WEEKLY PLANNERS
PRENOTE
21x29,7 cm
White
paper

Coloured maps

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

GB

English version

Fully stitched
binding

NOTE 24 ML
16x24 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages
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PRESIDENT
21x27 cm
White
paper

Coloured maps

2 colour
print
13 months
Dec. > Dec.

Removable
address book

GB

English version

Fully stitched
binding

PRESIDENT PRESTIGE ML
21x27 cm
Ivory
paper

Removable
address book (Club)

2 colour
print

Colour maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages

Fully stitched
binding
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MINISTER
16x24 cm
White
paper

Coloured maps

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

GB

English version

Fully stitched
binding

MINISTER PRESTIGE ML
16x24 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Colour maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages
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EXECUTIVE
16x16 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

GB

English version

EXECUTIVE PRESTIGE ML
16x16 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

6 languages

13 months
Dec. > Dec.
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SPECIAL OFFICE PLANNERS
H 24 / 24
16x24 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages

For those who need to keep track of
their appointments 24/7!

CALENDAR DIARY 17 / CALENDAR DIARY 24
12x17 / 16x24 cm
Recycled
paper
2 colour
print

Spiral-bound

6 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.
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POCKET WEEKLY PLANNERS
BUSINESS
10x15 cm
White
paper

Coloured maps

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

GB

English version

Fully stitched
binding

Available in a 16-month version (Sep.>Dec.), white
paper, stitched binding: Business SD see p. 33

BUSINESS PRESTIGE ML
10x15 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages
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ITALNOTE S
8,8x17 cm
Ivory
paper

Coloured maps

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages

Spiral-bound

PLANITAL
8,8x17 cm
Ivory
paper

Spiral-bound

2 colour
print

Removable
address book

13 months
Dec. > Dec.

6 languages
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FEMININE POCKET SIZES
MINI 2 DAYS
7x10 cm
Ivory
paper

2 colour
print

Fully stitched
binding
GB
ES
IT

3 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

MINIDAY ML
7x10 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

6 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.
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SPECIAL POCKET DIARIES

SAPA X
10x15 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

6 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

SILMA
8,8x17 cm
White
paper

Stapled
binding

2 colour
print

6 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.
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SPECIAL PAGE-A-DAY PLANNERS

DAILY 24 PRESTIGE / DAILY 21 PRESTIGE / DAILY 17 PRESTIGE /
DAILY POCKET PRESTIGE ML
16x24 cm / 13x21 cm / 12x17 cm / 8,5x13 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

2 colour
print

Coloured maps

12 months
Jan. > Dec.

6 languages

ABP 2
12x17 cm
White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

6 languages

12 months
Jan. > Dec.
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NOTEBOOKS
RULED NOTEBOOK 24 AND 29 – 192 PAGES
16x24 / 21x29,7 cm
Ivory
paper

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

Ruled

Available in a blank version (Silk range)
Space for writing a title, a
topic, a date….

RULED/DOTTED NOTEBOOK 21
15x21 cm

White
paper

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

Ruled/Dotted
Left page with
dots and right
page ruled

RULED NOTEBOOK 15
10x15 cm
White or ivory
paper, depending
on the reference

Fully stitched
binding

1 colour
print

Ruled

Available in a blank version (Silk range)

48
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NOTEBOOKS ∙ ACCESSORIES

NOTEBOOKS
EXPRESS YOURSELF AND BRING PAPER TO LIFE!
LIFE JOURNAL 21 DOTS – 224 PAGES
15x21 cm, per unit

Blue-grey
237982Q

Plum
Pink
Water green Coral red Ocean blue
237983Q 237985Q 237984Q
2371105Q 2371148Q

Yellow
2371148Q

Black Edition
2371108Q

Kraft Edition
2371187Q

LIFE JOURNAL 21 SLIM DOTS – 128 PAGES
15x21 cm, per unit

Black
Electric blue
2371158Q 2371178Q

Lime green
2371179Q

RULED NOTEBOOK 15 – 192 PAGES
10x15 cm, white paper, per unit

Dr Paper Dr Paper Dr Paper
Dr Paper
Paris
Montreal Amsterdam Barcelona
2371047Q 2371048Q 2371046Q 2371044Q

Pastel
Blue
2371119Q

Pastel
Pink
2371120Q

RULED NOTEBOOK 15 – 192 PAGES

BLANK NOTEBOOK 15 – 192 PAGES

10x15 cm, ivory paper, per unit

10x15 cm, ivory paper, per unit

Silk
Coral
2371240Q

Silk
Silk
Bordeaux Lilac
2371191Q 2371192Q

*Limited stock, please contact us.

Silk
Black
2371193Q

Silk
Black
2371194Q
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RULED/DOTTED NOTEBOOK 21 – 192 PAGES
15x21 cm, white paper, per unit

RULED NOTEBOOK 21 – 192 PAGES
15x21 cm, white paper, per unit

Anthracite grey

Leaves

City

*Limited stock, please contact us.

Blue Paris

Poetic

Blue

Pink

Green

Vanilla
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RULED NOTEBOOK 24 – 192 PAGES

BLANK NOTEBOOK 24 – 192 PAGES

16x24 cm, Ivory paper, per unit

16x24 cm, ivory paper, per unit

Silk
Bordeaux
2371196Q

Silk
Navy
2371195Q

Silk
Black
2371197Q

Silk
Coral
2371241Q

Silk
Black
2371206Q

RULED NOTEBOOK 29 – 192 PAGES
21x29,7 cm, Ivory paper, per unit

Silk
Black
2371198Q

PERSONALIZE YOUR NOTEBOOK WITH MONTHLY STICKERS!
A kit of 16 monthly stickers to put in your notebook and transform it into a
planner + a set of mini-stickers to decorate the whole thing!
Kit available in 2 sizes to fit any notebook.
Size 9x13 cm
153001Q, per unit
Size 12,5x18 cm
154001Q, per unit

Set your to-do list, your monthly goals,
your notes, etc.

Each month, put your « planner »
sticker on your notebook and planify
your important events and
appointments.
You can reposition it twice if needed.

Decorate your notebook and
your main sticker with ministickers.

Set of 16 repositionable stickers
+ 1 board of 48 cute ministickers

52

ACCESSORIES
DOUBLE-ENTRY ADDRESS BOOKS
White
paper

Alphabetical and
thematic index

Fully stitched
binding

Notes pages

DOUBLE-ENTRY ADDRESS BOOK 21 –
DOUBLE-ENTRY ADDRESS BOOK 15
Toscana
15x21 cm / 10x15 cm
Fuschia

Red

Nautic blue Black

ADDRESS BOOKS
ADDRESS BOOK 17
8,8x17 cm, per unit

NEW

Blue*

Coffee*

Vanilla

NEW

Green

53

ADDRESS BOOK 24 / ADDRESS BOOK 21 / ADDRESS BOOK 17 / ADDRESS BOOK 15 /
ADDRESS BOOK 10
15x21 cm / 8,8x17 cm / 10x15 cm / 7x10 cm

Available in Club,
Impala, Nova, Pastel
and Silk ranges
Alphabetical
White
paper

index

White
Fully
paper
stitched
binding

index
Notes
pages

Fully
stitched
binding

Alphabetical

Notes
pages

ADDRESS BOOK 17 / ADDRESS BOOK 15 / ADDRESS BOOK 10
8,8x17 cm / 10x15 cm / 7x10 cm

Available in Impala range

Ivory
paper

Alphabetical
index

Fully
stitched
binding

Notes
pages
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ACCESSORIES
BINDERS AND CARDHOLDERS
BINDERS
White
paper

Soho black
244006Q
Soho red
244007Q

Gridded
pages
5X5 mm
Wallet
pouch
Pen
loop

CARDHOLDERS
Club black
244009Q
Club red
244010Q
Soho black
244014Q
Soho red
244018Q

*Limited stock, please check with us

Crystal
pouches
Cardholder
for 96 cards
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POS MATERIAL & DISPLAY UNITS

WINDOW STICKER

Window sticker
900009Q
H.21xL.15cm

DISPLAY UNITS DELIVERED EMPTY

Diaries display
908500Q
H.150xL.69xW.61cm

Pencil cases
169699Q
H.60xL.50xW.26cm
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DISPLAY UNITS DELIVERED FULL – MONO RANGE

Life Journal Slim dots
169731Q pack of 12
H.29*L.38*P.16 cm

Monthly stickers
169732Q par 18
H.31xL.25xP19
· 9 Stickers mensuels 0913
· 9 Stickers mensuels 1218

NEW

Billy
169726Q pack of 15
H.29xL.38xP.16 cm
· 4 Plan Week
· 4 Plan Note
· 4 Plan Month
· 3 Plan Day

Pure
169736Q pack of 16
H.31xL.25xP19 cm
· 4 Ministre® R Pure
· 4 Executive® R Pure
· 4 Business® R Pure
· 4 Notebook 24 R Pure

Pastel
169713Q pack of 20
H.29xL.38xP.16 cm
· 4 Plan Week
· 4 Plan Note
· 3 Plan Month
· 3 Plan Day
· 3 Carnets 21 Lignés
· 2 Carnets 15 B ligné
· 2 Répertoire 17

Everest
169692Q pack of 20
H.41xL.45xP.26,5 cm
· 5 President SD
· 3 Business SD
· 3 Horizontal 15 SD
· 3 Horizontal 24 SD
· 6 Planning 21 SD
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DISPLAY UNITS DELIVERED FULL – MULTI RANGES

Plan Your Life planners
169727Q pack of 17
H.29xL.38xP.16 cm
· 3 Plan Day
· 3 Plan Month
· 8 Plan Note
· 3 Plan Week

Adress books Medium selection
169066Q pack of 26
H.31xL.26xP.20 cm
· 3 address books 10 Impala
· 3 address books 10 Club PPM*
· 2 address books 14 Impala
· 3 address books 14 Club
· 3 address books 15 Impala
· 3 address books 15 Club
· 3 address books 17 Impala
· 3 address books 17 Club
· 1 address book 21 Club
· 2 address books 21 Impala

Adress books Small selection
169065Q pack of 15
H.31xL.26xP.20 cm
· 2 address books 10 Impala
· 2 address books 10 Club PPM*
· 1 address book 14 Impala
· 2 address books 14 Club
· 3 address books 15 Impala
· 1 address book 15 Club
· 2 address books 17 Impala
· 2 address books 17 Club
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SYNTHESIS

NEW
PRODUCTS

OVERVIEW OF TEXTURES AND
COLOURS AVAILABLE

AT A
GLANCE

BILLY
Grained coated
canvas

Green

Blue

Blush

Black

CLUB
Grained coated
canvas

Bronze

Black

Red

Brown

Plum

Pine green

Navy blue

Black

Red

Pink

Blue

Iced blue

Denim
blue

Bordeaux red

Raspberry

Navy

Sage green

DIANA
Grained paper

EQUOLOGY
Ear-grained polyurethane

EVEREST
Narrow-striped
polyurethane

IMPALA
Grained PVC
Black

LIFE JOURNAL

Dots :

Ocean
blue

Orange

Red

Prussian blue

Ultra-soft polyurethane

Aqua

Blue-grey Plum

Infinite :

Powder
pink

Pastel
violet

Coral pink

Coral
red

Black

Ocean
blue

Yellow

Taupe

3 Years :

Terracotta
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OPTIMUM
Smooth-grained
polyurethane with
a velvet-soft finish

Black

Blue

Pink

OSLO CALENDAR
Pink

Grey

PASTEL
Blue

Pink

Green

Coffee

Vanilla

PURE
Leaves

Cereals

SAHARA
Grained polyurethane
Black

Red

Black

Navy

Hazelnut

SILK
Lilac

Burgundy
red

Grey

SOHO
Box leather coated
canvas

Ebony
black

Pink

Powder
beige

Steel
blue

Red

TIME & LIFE®
Calfskin leather
coated canvas

Black

Cherry red Purple

Shimmery Shimmery
copper
blue

White

Shimmery
pink
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1 / General Terms and Conditions of Sale Application / Opposability
The placing of orders implies that our customer has perused and accepts our General Terms and Conditions of
Sale. The present Terms and Conditions cancel and supersede any other terms and conditions of purchase.
In the event that the business of the customer is subject to take-over, merger or change of name, the customer
hereby guarantees that his successor or the new company shall pursue the order in progress.
2 / General Terms and Conditions of Sale / Modification
Unless otherwise indicated, prices are exclusive of VAT. Our offers are not subject to any guarantee from our part
and are subject to stock availability.
Prices and conditions given by our representatives during the order placement process shall only be considered
final upon written confirmation from our company. Orders shall only be final once we have issued an order
confirmation. Order confirmation shall be signed and returned by the customer. If not, order confirmation is
supposed to be approved by the customer since it is not contested within 48 hours from the date of receipt by the
customer. In case of litigation between the terms of the order placed by the customer and the terms of the order
confirmation issued by our company, the order confirmation shall prevail over the order.
In view of the nature of the printing and publishing process, as well as work carried out prior production, any
orders confirmed by our sales department shall be considered final and may not give rise to cancellation, even in
the event of production and/or delivery delays.
3 / Delivery
Our present General Terms and Conditions of Sale stipulate, in accordance with the general business practice, that
ALL GOODS ARE TRANSPORTED AT THE CONSIGNEE’S RISK including “carriage free” shipments.
It is the customer’s responsibility to verify that the number of cartons stated on our Delivery Note matches the
number of cartons received, and that they are undamaged.
In their own interests, in the event of delays, damage, missing items or loss, customers must complete the
necessary formalities with the carrier in order to protect their rights. Any discrepancies must be notified in the
form of reservations written directly on the carrier’s paperwork at the time of delivery. Any complaints must be
made to the carrier within three days by registered letter, with proof of delivery.
The delivery dates featured on orders forms are provided for information purposes only due to vendor’s supply
and transportation possibilities. Non-compliance with deadlines shall not give rise to any price reviews,
indemnities or penalties, nor cancellation of current orders.
In any case, in time delivery could only occur if the purchaser has fulfilled its whole obligations towards the seller
for any reason.
4 / Receipt
Any claims relative to non-conformity or visible manufacturing defect which have not been sent to us by
registered letter with proof of postage within fifteen days of receipt of goods shall be deemed null and void.
The customer shall provide us with evidence of non conformity or visible manufacturing defect.
Goods delivered may only be returned or reimbursed subject to prior, formal agreement by our company. Return
carriage costs shall be paid by the customer, except when the return is due to a mistake from our company.
5 / Discount Rate / Late Payment – Penalty Clause
Early payment shall entitle customers to a discount of 0,1% per full month in advance.
In case of late payment, the seller can suspend any outstanding orders without prejudice to any legal action. Late
payment (made at any date after the due date shown on the invoice) shall result in the invoicing of interest at the
rate applied by the European Central Bank to its most recent refinancing operation plus 10 percentage points. Said
provision shall also apply in the event that a term of payment extension has been requested and duly accepted by
our services.
Furthermore, any bills outstanding on their due date, fixed charges, debited by our bank as well as any costs
relating to re-presentation, shall be invoiced at a standard minimum fee of fifteen Euros. Additionally, any charges
incurred as a result of extending the due date shall be invoiced at the rate applied by the European Central Bank
to its most recent refinancing operation plus 10 percentage points.
Moreover, according to article D441-5 of the French Commercial Code, any late payment shall result in invoicing a
fixed allowance of 40€ for collecting charges. In addition, Customers shall reimburse any costs incurred by the
collection of outstanding debts including fees for officers without prejudice to any damages. In any event,
payments can not be suspended or subject to any compensation without prior written consent of the seller.
6 / Ownership of Goods
The seller shall retain ownership of the goods sold until the full price (including the principal and related charges)
has been paid in full. Failure to pay any of the due payments shall produce a claim on the ownership of the goods.
Cheques, bills of exchange and debt assignments are only considered as payments at the time of their effective
encashment. Until then, the seller will retain ownership of the goods.
Said provisions shall not prejudice transfer to the purchaser, on delivery, of risks of loss and deterioration for said
sold goods, as well as any damages to which they could give rise.
7/ Liability
Our liability shall be restricted to material and direct damage in connection with the order and shall not exceed
the total of the amounts that have been paid to us for the sale of our products. We can not be held liable for
indirect damages. For this purpose, indirect damages mean, including but not limited to, loss of profit, loss of
turnover, and/or loss of data. This limitation of liability clause is essential and the parties expressly acknowledge
that the proposed and agreed prices reflect this spread of risk.
8 / Force Majeure
Force majeure, defined as Act of God, war, riot, earthquake, strike, lockout or any other labour dispute, fire, flood,
disruption of means of transportation,... (this list is not exhaustive) shall exempt us from all of our contractual
obligations in any form whatsoever.
9 / Methods of Payment
Unless otherwise agreed in writing :
- For European Union customers :
- By bank transfer at the due date;
- For non European Union customers :
- By letter of credit;
- By CAD (cash against documents).
10 / Terms of Payment
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, payments for goods shipped in the European Union and other than
customized goods shall be 30 days from the date of invoice.
Should the credit rating of the customer have deteriorated, a payment in advance or guarantees could be required
to the customer prior to the shipment of the goods.
For non European Union shipments, payment in advance or CAD or a maximum of 30 days in case of a letter of
credit shall be applied.
11 / Jurisdiction and Law of Contract
The Nantes commercial tribunal shall be solely competent for disputes relating to sales made by our company, in
particular the application or interpretation of the present General Terms and Conditions. Also applies for appeals
or cases involving more than one defendant.
All sales concluded by our company shall be subject to French law.
12/ Personal data
Personal data requested to our customers are needed in order to efficiently process their orders and to provide
them with our price list and other information relative to our products. We commit to respect the
confidenciality of the personal data and to process the data in accordance with applicable law. The recipients of
these data are our Sales Department, our Customer Service, our Logistic Department and, if needed, our Quality
Department. We may transmit these data to our freight carrier for delivery. Our group companies have access to
these data. These personal data are kept as long as the customer is current and during 5 years from the date of its
last order. Our customers have a right of access, rectification and deletion of these personal data. They can
exercise these rights by sending a message to service-clients@quovadis.eu.

All of the above-mentioned Terms and Conditions of Sale governing both the “Trade” side of our business
(Stationers - Bookshops) and “Corporate” side of our business (customized products), featured in the present
Terms and Conditions of Sale shall be subject to the additional specific Terms and Conditions of Sale governing
the “ Trade ” and the “ Corporate ” activities as hereunder-mentioned :
A – “ Trade activity ” (Stationers - Bookshops)
a) Account opening :
Our company reserves the right to refuse to open an account for customers whose commitment does not reach a
1.200€ yearly turnover.
b) Minimum Order Value
- 350 € for academic diaries
- 500 € for calendar year diaries
- 100 € for top-up orders
c) Leftover Stock
SALE OR RETURN provisions are strictly unavailable under these terms and conditions of sale. Under no
circumstances will a credit be issued for unsold stock.
d) Miscellaneous
Our company hereby undertakes to ensure product availability to the greatest possible extent. Delivery dates shall
not be legally binding.
At the end of the season, subject to availability, we may be forced to propose alternative products in terms of
materials and colours ordered.
Composition of batches and displays are provided for information purposes only. Our company reserves the right
to replace some products by alternative products of same or higher value.

B – “ Corporate activity ” - Customized products (“Promotional” objects)
a) Order confirmation
For an order to be considered as final, it must be a written order signed by the customer and bearing the
company’s stamp as well as an order confirmation issued by ourselves. The customer aknowledges and accepts
that the person signing its order is duly authorized to place orders in the name and on behalf of the customer. In
case of contradiction between customer’s order and our order confirmation particularly regarding the shipping
date, our order confirmation shall prevail unless the customer submits an objection to our Customer Service
within
72
hours
after
receiving
the
order
confirmation.
b) Technical Elements and Delivery Dates
VERY IMPORTANT - Artwork (files, logos, text, etc.) and print instructions shall be either joined to the order, or
provided on the date mentioned on the order confirmation issued by our company. Should the reception of
artwork surpass this due date, the delivery date will be postponed to reflect the actual date when artwork is
received. Artwork which is delayed for reasons beyond our control will entitle us to defer the original delivery
window in the event that the production schedule is affected.
The customer is solely responsible for providing artwork and print instructions strictly in accordance with public
policy rules and morality.
The customer shall accept the editorial pages of our products that we reserve the right to modify at any
time. Each modification of our editorial pages expressly requested by the customer will be executed by our
company under the exclusive responsibility of the customer. Editorial pages mean our own editorial pages,
excluding customer’s advertising pages.
Due to the unpredictable nature of customized production runs, the shipping dates featured on order
confirmation are provided for information purposes only. Non-compliance with deadlines shall not give rise to
any price reviews, indemnities or penalties nor provide extended terms of payment.
c) Print Authorization Form
The print authorization form must be returned to us absolutely within 48 hours. We shall not be held
responsible for any mistakes which were not spotted by the customer when completing the print authorization
form. Any corrections made by the customer shall be charged to the customer and the ipso facto extension of the
delivery dates shall be applied. Production shall commence on receipt of the print authorization form (outside
periods of company holidays).
The final printing reproduction (logo and cover itself) may vary slightly depending on the cover material selected
by the customer. Moreover, some cover material shade variations are possible between the colour chosen by the
customer and the delivered covers colour (even from a model previously sent), due to the material manufacturing
process itself. We shall not be held responsible for these possible variations.
d) Fringe Expenses
The following shall be invoiced separately for advertisements :
- Silk screens;
- Text typesetting and photo-engraving;
- Layout, prints on any material, logo touch-up work;
- Contribution to the costs of the plates used for stencilling.
e) Multiple Locations Delivery
Prices are for one delivery destination. In the case of split deliveries, the additional costs of packing and
transportation will be billed to the customer. A quotation for split deliveries is available on request.
Failure to accept this quotation will result in single destination delivery and be invoiced accordingly.
f) Variations in Quantity
Due to the unpredictable nature of the production process, our company reserves the right to deliver and charge
for or deduct from the invoice as appropriate one per cent (1%) of the total units ordered with a minimum of 5
units.
g) Terms of Payment
- Thirty per cent (30%) on placing the order.
- Balance shall be due thirty days after the date of invoicing (barring special agreement).
If the customer asks us to invoice another legal entity, the customer acknowledges and accepts that it is still
responsible for payment in the event of default of this other legal entity.
h) Miscellaneous
The production instruments necessary to complete the work that we have created shall remain our property.
Nevertheless, ownership of stencilling and offset plates may be transferred to the customer subject to separate
agreement, after management costs have been re-invoiced and on condition that any material thereby handed
over has been paid for in full by the customer.
The films used for customized diaries and stencilling plates for individual client cover design(s) shall be sent to the
latter, at its express request, subject to the re-invoicing of management costs and on condition that the materials
returned have been fully paid for by the customer. Failure to do so shall result in said cover films and stencilling
plates being kept on our premises for a three-year period.
At the end of the said three-year period, the customer shall be deemed to have agreed to the destruction of the
cover films and plates by us and shall not be entitled to claim any damages whatsoever.
Unless otherwise informed, we are authorized to mention the name of the customer in our commercial
documents.
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Éditions Quo Vadis
14, rue du Nouveau Bêle - 44170
Carquefou
02 40 30 15 19 - www.quovadis1954.com
Customer service :
Tel. : 02 40 30 48 11
Fax : 02 40 30 48 35
https://quovadis1954.com/contact/
www.quovadis1954.com
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